A numerical model for the adhesion of osteoblasts on titanium micropillar structures is suggested, and a function representing the concentration level of the adhesion on the pillars is constructed based on experimental observation. The introduction of this function helps a well-known bio-chemo-mechanical model to better predict the formation of actin in osteoblasts when they are laid on arrays of titanium micro-pillars of various size attached to silicon substrate. A parameter study suggests that each pillar is associated with a different pattern of adhesion. Our finding emphasises a capability of the bio-chemo-mechanical model that it can well explain the strong influence of the boundary condition on the formation of actin within the cells. 
INTRODUCTION
Knowledge about the interaction between bone cells and their surrounding biomaterials is essential for the improvement in quality of an implant. Numerous experiments have been done to measure mechanical interactions between cells and the underlying substrates. Well-known methods include those introduced by Harris et al, 1 Burton and Taylor, 2 and Balaban et al. 3 A more efficient method was introduced by Tan et al, 4 in which cells are laid on a bed of microneedles so that forces exerted by cells can be measured from the individual displacements of the needles. This method was widely applied and adapted to achieve further understanding on behaviour of the cells. For example, Sniadecki et al 5 used magnetic and nonmagnetic posts to apply external forces and monitor traction forces. Matschegewski et al 6 investigated the difference in actin cytoskeleton organization of bone cells when they are laid on a planar surface and cubic micropillar structures of different dimensions, respectively.
Besides experiments, numerical modelling has been a good approach to understand mechanisms of the mechanical interaction between cells and the underlying substrate. Several numerical models with different complexities have been developed to simulate the contractility of cells and the organisation of the stress fibres. Examples of existing models are those introduced by Storm et al, 7 Satcher and Dewey, 8 Mohrdieck et al, 9 Nelson et al 10 and Sanz-Herrera et al. 11 These models are either passive models, where the cell contractility is not included, or active models-yet neglecting the biochemical cause of the active cell response.
The bio-chemo-mechanical (BCM) model proposed by Deshpande et al 12 is known as being advantageous compared with other numerical models, as it includes the biochemical processes and can efficiently explain many effects such as the strong dependence of the forces generated by the cells on the substrate compliance as well as the influence of boundary conditions on the orientation and formation of stress fibres. This model was inspired by the experiments of Tan et al, 4 where smooth muscle cells were laid on beds of microneedles, and was developed based closely on experimental observations. According to Deshpande et al, 13 their model was motivated by several key biochemical processes. One of the involved processes is the activation of myosin II. When a phosphorylation occurs, possibly by light-chain kinase or by Rho-kinase, the myosin II tends to take the active extended state. The extended myosins associate to form bipolar filaments, which later enter between the actin filaments bundled together by actinin to form contractile stress fibres. 13 By addressing the biochemical processes, the BCM model is more realistic compared with passive models. Moreover, a full interpretation of experimental data on forces generated by living cells can only be obtained in appropriate constitutive models, where the active response of cells is included. 13 Because of its efficiency, the BCM model has been widely applied in modelling the contractile response and actin distribution in cells of different types. McGarry et al 14 used this model to simulate the behaviour of smooth muscle cells and other cell lines, such as fibroblasts, on beds of microposts. Together with a biochemical model for focal adhesion, 15 this model has been used to simulate the concentration of actin in the cell and of integrins at the contact regions. 16, 17 An application to a 3-dimensional cell structure was done by Dowling et al. 18 The aim of this paper is to apply the BCM model to predict the tendency for the concentration of actin in osteoblasts observed in the experiments of Matschegewski et al, 6 where they were laid on arrays of regular titanium pillars attached to silicon substrates. It is revealed from the experimental results that for osteoblasts, actin was distributed in short fibres on the titanium pillar structure, while in the experiments of Tan et al 4 for smooth muscle cells, actin was found as long fibres distributed intensely around the pillars. Therefore, simply applying the approach of McGarry et al, 14 which was derived for smooth muscle cells, will not be feasible. We will propose a set of parameters and a hypothesis for inhomogeneous adhesion and show that the BCM model can really help predict the tendency of the osteoblast actin distribution.
THE MODEL

The BCM model
The BCM model 12 is defined for a single stress fibre and is described by 3 equations. First, by ignoring the details of the signalling processes, a simple exponential function C(t) = exp(−t∕ ) ∈ [0, 1] is used to represent the time dependency of the level of an external signal C. Here, is the decay constant of a chemical compound; t is the time measured from the instant of the most recent signal. Second, a nondimensional activation level ∈ [0, 1] is introduced to describe the remodelling of actin cytoskeleton under external stress. Based on experimental observations, the equation for evolution of is established aṡ=
where the term [1 − ] Ck f expresses the rate of stress-fibre-formation dependent on the signal C and is controlled by the constantk f . Similarly, the second term on the right-hand side is a non-negative number that expresses the rate of stress fibre dissociation, which depends on the current tension relative to the isometric tension 0 and is controlled by the constantk b . Here, 0 is the maximum tension allowed in the stress fibre corresponding to the activation level and is given as 0 = max , where max is the maximum tension at = 1, that is, when the stress fibre is fully activated. Finally, a linearised Hill equation 19 is used to describe the relationship between tension and the lengthening/shortening strain ratėas
wherek v is the fractional reduction in fibre stress upon increasing the shortening rate relative tȯ0. This linearised relation is described in Han and Sniadecki 20 and Rodriguez et al. 21 When the cells are considered as continuous medium, the theory of continuum mechanics can be used, and the BCM model is included by introducing an active stress tensor S active so that the total stress in the cell is obtained as
where S passive is the passive stress due to the cell material and depends on the material model used. For example, when it is assumed that the cell behaviour is linearly elastic and the deformation can be large, then S passive becomes the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and is related to the Green-Lagrange strain tensor E by S passive =  ∶ E, where  is the stiffness tensor and the colon (∶) denotes the double contraction of the 2 tensors. To obtain the active stress S active , first, the possible directions for stress fibres at each point in the cell need to be defined. In 2-dimensional analysis, the stress fibres are assumed to be able to form uniformly in all directions. Each direction is determined by the angle between the fibre and the e 1 axis. The unit vector for this direction is m( ) = cos( )e 1 + sin( )e 2 . The strain ratėin Equation 2 of the stress fibre in the direction m( ) is calculated from the material strain rateĖ aṡ
Because of symmetry, the components of the average active stress tensor in Cartesian coordinates are obtained as
where is the tension in the stress fibre (in Equation 2 ). The active stress tensor is written as
In finite element analysis, the above integral can only be calculated numerically. Deshpande et al 13 suggested that a large number N d directions for stress fibres should be defined by spacing equally N d angles ∈ [− ∕2, ∕2] and the trapezoidal rule over these sampling points can be used to obtain the integrals. We have introduced an alternative approach, where a quadratic function is used to approximate the activation level, and obtained similar results while a significant improvement in computing time is achieved. 
Measure for actin distribution
When the activation level in the cell is obtained, there is a measure that is shown by McGarry et al 14 to be corresponding to the patterns of actin distribution. This measure is defined as
where max is the maximum activation and̄is the average activation in all directions. For 2D analysis,̄is written as
( )d and is also computed numerically.
Inhomogeneous cell adhesion
It revealed from the experiments of Matschegewski et al 6 that cell adhesion was not completely uniform in the contact region between the cell and the top of the pillars. The adherence was nearly homogeneous, but spot adherence existed on top of the pillars. To model this inhomogeneity of the adhesion, we used a scaling function g(x, y), whose value is in the range [0, 1], to represent the concentration level of the adhesion on a single pillar. The value 1 is assigned to the regions where spot adherence occurs, while the zero value indicates the disappearance of the adhesion. The pillars are assumed to have square shape with blunt corners, which are close to those used in the experiments of Matschegewski et al. 6 For simplicity and from the observation that spot adherence usually appeared near the periphery of the pillars, especially the corners, we constructed a smooth function that holds a small value everywhere except for the regions near the 4 corners of the pillar. The left part of Figure 1 displays a possible choice for our function, while the right figure shows the 1D plot of a slice through 2 spots. With s being the side of the pillar and we denote . This is equivalent to the assumption that the adhesion at the peak points is 10 times stronger than that at those points (A) (B) 
where k t is the shear stiffness constant of the adhesion, when the cell moves a distance Δ i from the pillar. Our successful formulation for the inhomogeneous adhesion between cells and the substrate leads to several possible extensions and applications of the model. First, besides in vitro experiments, in silico simulation can be performed to investigate the dependency of the patterns of actin in osteoblasts on the geometry of each pillar and of the pillar array. Second, a framework for the dynamics of focal adhesion can be developed. Such framework already exists in literature, for example, the work of Deshpande et al 15 that based on thermodynamic equilibrium of the integrins. However, the appearance of adhesion spots as in the experiments of Matschegewski et al 6 cannot be captured. Our formulation provides an insight for the improvement of such model and the achievement of a complete model that can simultaneously characterise the development of the focal adhesions and the formation of stress fibres in cells of different types. Finally, the appropriateness of the BCM model in modelling the actin formation in osteoblasts is confirmed. With the set of parameters we obtained, the model can be used to numerically study the behaviour of osteoblasts in other experimental set-ups. For example, the study of the dynamics of traction forces in osteoblasts under effects of exposure to external electric fields, which has been studied experimentally by Curtze et al, 23 can be performed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We apply the BCM model together with our suggested model for the adhesion of the cell to the pillar structure to simulate the actin distribution of osteoblasts on titanium arrays of different dimensions. The parameters for the BCM model, the material properties of the pillars, and the passive mechanical material properties of the cell are shown in 14 At the regions where the cell is in contact with the pillars, the value k t = 500 nM/ m 3 is used for the focal adhesion stiffness, which is also the same as that in McGarry et al, 14 and Equation 10 is used for the shear traction. The system of governing equations, which includes the equilibrium condition and Equation 1, is solved using finite element analysis. Since almost no deflection of the pillars was found in the experiments, the usual approach is considering the pillars as rigid bodies and applying a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. Here, we used the approach in McGarry et al 14 and modelled the pillars as rounded rectangular surfaces connected to springs of a large stiffness. This relaxation allows the stability of the solution procedure, while the obtained displacement of the pillars is small enough to be ignored. The linear elastic material model is used for both the cell and the pillars. We used the gmsh generator 24 to create the meshes and the open source framework FEniCS, version 2016.2, to compute the solution. 25 For time discretisation, we used an explicit method with a maximum time step of 2 seconds and performed a convergence study to make sure that the solution is stable with our choice of time step.
To demonstrate the applicability of our model using an inhomogeneous adhesion function, we conducted the simulations for osteoblasts on arrays of square pillars of different sizes: 5 m × 5 m and 3 m × 3 m.For simplicity, we used the same function g(x, y) (Equation 9) for the adhesion at all pillars.
Osteoblasts on titanium coated pillars of 5 m × 5 m
We first apply the model to a cell patch on 26 pillars in our experiment, as shown in Figure 2A . We constructed a cell geometry with the assumption that the initial cell has straight edges between pillars and it fits perfectly to the 26-pillar subarray depicted in Figure 2B . Moreover, we also assume that the pillars are of perfect square shape with blunt corners. The side length of the pillars is 5 m, while the radius of the corner fillet is 0.5 m (area ≈ 24.77 m 2 ). The distance between 2 neighbouring pillars is also 5 m. The height of each pillar is 5 m, but this value is not incorporated in the model, since the pillars are represented by top surfaces connected to springs. 14 We used the value 7.5nN/ m for the spring stiffness, which is high enough for the pillar displacement to be close to zero as in the experiments.
The simulation result for actin formation is shown in Figure 2C . It can be seen that on the pillars, the actin is of highest amount, and it is distributed nonuniformly. Moreover, at the longest edges of the cell, there is more actin than at other Figure 3 .
It should be noted that without our adaptation of the model for the adhesion of muscle cells to the adhesion of osteoblasts involving an inhomogeneous adhesion behaviour, the result would not agree with the experiment, as the predicted actin would form around the pillars, and there would be a uniform low level of actin on the pillars (Figure 3) . To further improve the agreement between the results using our approach, the complexity of the model should be increased: A more complex function g(x, y) for the adhesion should be constructed, and the function could also be different for each pillar.
Osteoblasts on titanium coated pillars of 3 m × 3 m
Similar steps are applied for the simulation of osteoblasts on an array of pillars of dimension 3 m × 3 m. The radius for the rounded corners is chosen to be 0.4 m, and the distance between 2 neighbouring pillars is 3 m, as in the experiment in Matschegewski et al. 6 As the area of the pillar is around 8.85 m 2 , which is smaller than that in the previous example, the corresponding spring stiffness is set to 2.68 nM/ m. (A) (B) (C) The predicted actin distribution is shown in Figure 4 . As in the previous case, the highest concentration of actin is located on the pillars. Since the distance between the pillars is small, a relatively high level of actin can also be found in the parts of the cell connecting the pillars. In the experiment, at some regions, the actin concentration in those parts is similar to that on the pillars.
Effect of the adhesion scaling function
To study numerically the dependency of actin patterns on the adhesion between the cell and the pillars, we constructed different configurations for our adhesion scaling function. We varied the location and the area of strong adhesion near the peak points. We also used different number of peak points on each pillar. Examples of our adhesion scaling functions defined on a single pillar are shown in Figure 5 .
Using these scaling functions for the adhesion, we performed the analysis for the actin distribution of an osteoblast on an array of 19 pillars of 5 m × 5 m × 5 m. It can be seen from the analysis results, which are shown in Figures 3 and 6 , that changing the size of the peak adherence does not affect much the trend of the actin formation on the pillars. However, the small area of these peak points gives a more smooth actin distribution. Modifying the number of peak points could deliver a different pattern of actin on the pillars, where the amount of actin is affected. We also performed a simulation in which a mix of the 4 scaling functions were used. The result in Figure 7 supports our suggestion that using different scaling functions for different pillars could give a better agreement between simulation and experimental results. Figure 1A , while 2, 3, and 4 express the patterns illustrated in Figure 5A -C, respectively
CONCLUSION
We have described a computational model that can predict the distribution of actin in osteoblasts when they are laid on arrays of titanium micropillars. Our model was based on the BCM model of Deshpande et al. 12 The BCM model proposed by Deshpande et al 12 has the capability to simulate the contractility and actin formation of biological cells when they are laid on different kinds of substrate. By including the biochemical processes, this model is more realistic than many passive models and other active models. The efficiency of this model has been shown through its applications in a great number of researches. Using this model and a simple model for the adhesion between cell and the substrate, McGarry et al 14 successfully simulated the actin distribution in smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts on arrays of polydimethylsiloxane posts. Direct application of the approach of McGarry et al to the experiments with osteoblasts on titanium micropillar arrays would lead to a great disagreement between experimental and simulated results. We suggested that this disagreement was caused by the behaviour of the contact between osteoblasts and the micropillars. We proposed a mathematical model for inhomogeneous adhesion and constructed a function that represents the concentration of adhesion on a pillar: The adhesion is locally strong at a few points near the pillar corners, and it is weaker and almost homogeneous at the remaining area. We demonstrated our approach by applying it to our experiments and to previous experimental results by Matschegewski et al. 6 Our finding supports the appropriateness of the BCM model and reconfirms its feature that it is able to capture the strong influence of the boundary condition on the formation of actin within the cells.
